PACIFIC BARKCLOTH 101:
Characteristic Features of Historic Polynesian Tapa
(from the Hunterian Museum and the Economic Botany Collection, Kew)
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Assessing Characteristics from Collections
Barkcloth, or tapa, in Polynesia demonstrates remarkable diversity in manufacturing and style , and this
is well represented in the small but relatively diverse collections housed at The Hunterian (University of
Glasgow) and The Economic Botany Collection (Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew). Two-thirds of The
Hunterian’s collection is from Tahiti and Hawai’i with the remaining third scattered more broadly across
the region, while the Kew collection is more evenly distributed across Polynesia.
Only tapa from Polynesia was included for the purpose of this project, but both collections also house
tapa from other regions in the Pacific. While we acknowledge the contested nature of the terms used
widely to divide Oceania into different regions (Polynesia, Melanesia, Micronesia), the term Polynesia
has been used here to describe the islands largely situated in a rough triangle between Hawai‘i, Rapa
Nui and Aotearoa New Zealand. While Fiji is often classified as falling within Melanesia, it has been
included here as it sits in a transitional zone between Melanesia and Polynesia and the nation’s tapa
demonstrates strong Polynesian characteristic features.
All tapa used here to identify culturally-driven characteristic features are historic cloths, mainly from the
19th century, and are indicative of those found in UK-based museum collections (although there will
certainly be anomalies and exceptions based on individual collections and type variations). There are
tapa types not represented in the two project-affiliated collections, including significant types that are
identifiable in other museum collections; for those, descriptions will be included without images.

Selected items from the Hunterian collection on display during our exhibition, ’Barkcloth: Revealing
Pacific Craft’, held at the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, 2019
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Fiji
Barkcloth in Fiji is called masi and there are many diﬀerent types, both in terms of style and use. A specific type of barkcloth made in the Lau
Group of eastern Fiji is called gatu because of its relationship to Tongan barkcloth, which is called ngatu. Fiji is where Melanesia and
Polynesia merge, and this is reflected in the diversity of the population, tapa decoration techniques and artistic diversity in general. Although
Fijian masi shares many basic features of tapa production with neighbouring island groups such as Tonga and Samoa, it also exhibits several
unique decorative traits. There is little historical evidence that any species other than paper mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera) has ever been
used for tapa making in Fiji, but it is known that the archipelago possesses important pigment plants unknown in other parts of the Pacific.
Like neighbouring Tonga, Fiji is one of the Pacific island nations in which tapa endures most vigorously in the 21st century. In part because of
masi’s widespread survival in Fiji, significantly more is known about regional variations (which were more prominent historically than today)
than elsewhere in Oceania.
Masi kesa (1)
Most commonly made type of masi featuring stencilled
motifs in black, white and red (which can sometimes look
brown). The design compositions often depict geometric
motifs which are repeated in multiple bands or blocks
across the cloth.
Seavu (2)
Very thin white masi that looks similar to muslin, or single
layer and almost translucent white masi used as head wraps
called iSala. iSala contain distinctive ‘lapped tabs’ which
show where holes in the inner bark have been pinched
closed and beaten in. These were sometimes created simply
for aesthetic purposes.

Characteristic Features:

- Unretted (cloth retains fibrous net-like texture)
- Double (or more) sheets pasted together along sheet edges to
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create larger cloths

- Smooth surface (no beater marks)
- Stencilled decoration OR
- Rubbed decoration (sometimes paired with stencilled
decoration or handpainted decoration)

- ‘Lapped tabs’ in diamond shapes on single layer plain white
cloth

Masi ni tubetube e na soqo (3)
Rubbed masi depicting linear decoration (usually in black,
but also red/brown) and handpainted or liner-stamp printed
lines. Very distinct from other masi types.
Masi vulavula (4)
White masi, thicker than seavu, that is of the standard grade
and left undecorated.
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Gatu vakaviti (5)
Borders of the cloth feature thick bands of stencilling and
the central rectangular panel shows rubbed decoration,
made using a kupeti (rubbing tablet).
Other Types
Masi bolabola: A mixture of handpainting and sometimes
stencilling, ‘long’ interlocking geometric shapes in black and
white are common and can be accented with other motifs,
using black and red/brown.
Masi kuvui: A rich coppery red/brown colour cloth.
Masi rerega: Yellow dyed or tinted cloth.
Masi tutuki: Singular motifs stencilled sporadically on cloth.
Gatu vakatoga: Rubbed (using a kupeti) decoration,
identical to Tongan ngatu tāhina.
Highlands masi: Rubbed linear (sometimes looks like
cross-hatching) decoration that can be accented with red/
brown squares, or by ‘L-shaped’ handpainted motifs.

3

5
1. Kew EBC 42862b, 2. Hunterian GLAHM E.610, 3. Hunterian GLAHM E.417/5, 4. Hunterian
GLAHM E.457/7, 5. Hunterian GLAHM E.458/3
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Tonga
In Tonga, which is classified as part of Western Polynesia, barkcloth is called ngatu. In general Tongan ngatu are known for their frequently large sizes, their harmonious palette of colourants and their complex
iconography of rubbed patterns. These patterns are are produced using rubbing tablets, or pattern boards, called kupesi. Tonga shares the fundamental technical choices in tapa making with Fiji, Samoa, ‘Uvea (Wallis
Island), Futuna and Niue. In this technique, there is an almost exclusive use of paper mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera) bast and the production of large cloths are done by gluing the edges of beaten sheets together
with a starch paste. This creates a double thickness of cloth that is finished with the flat face of the barkcloth beater.
Kupesi have undergone significant stylistic changes over time. Generally, rectangular, triangular or rhomboidal shapes form the patterns; the earliest examples from the late 18th century feature simple curved
switchbacks or chequered patterns, while the 19th century saw a more heavy reliance on patterns created with interlocking isosceles triangles and sprays of foliage. The later 19th century and early 20th century
patterns depict various mottos and other textual features and ideographic motifs such as the royal Tongan crest. Like neighbouring Fiji, Tonga is one of the Pacific island nations in which tapa endures most vigorously in
the 21st century.

Characteristic Features:

- Unretted (cloth retains fibrous net-like texture)
- Double (or more) sheets pasted together along sheet edges to
create larger cloths

- Smooth surface (no beater marks)
- Rubbed decoration using a kupesi (rubbing tablet)
- Overpainting (also called highlighting) on top of rubbed
patterns is common in some types

Ngatu tāhina (1)
Rubbed with light brown colourant showing schemes of patterns made using a
kupesi. Parts of the designs can also be overpainted in black/dark brown. Often
a mix of diﬀerent motifs is seen on these cloths.
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Tapa’ingatu (2)
Rubbed decoration isn’t always apparent in this type because all rubbed
decoration can be entirely overpainted by hand in the 2nd stage of decoration.
Alternatively, kupesi decoration may be absent altogether and colour applied
using the rubbing method (though without a rubbing tablet) and handpainting.
Ngatu ‘uli (3)
Rubbed with brown dye using a kupesi and then heavily glazed with a deep
glossy black pigment. Often only a single motif is seen on these cloths.
Other Types
Kumi: Painted (not rubbed) solid black or dark brown cloth.
Pangai-kafa: Sub-class of ngatu tāhina with little or no overpainting and a
simple rubbing pattern of transverse cordage.
Hemahema-lautoa: Bears rubbed kupesi designs based around a repeating
diagonal motif depicting the fronds of the toa tree (Casuarina equisetifolia).
1. Hunterian GLAHM E.417/8, 2. Hunterian GLAHM E.668, 3. Hunterian GLAHM E.458/5
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Samoa and American Samoa
Also from Western Polynesia, siapo is the name for barkcloth in Samoa and American Samoa. It is a living tradition in the early 21st century,
unbroken though heavily eroded by the global trade in woven textiles and the influence of Christian missionaries during the 19th century (as
occurred across the Pacific region). Siapo making shares a set of basic manufacturing techniques with neighbouring nations such as Tonga
and Fiji, and most prominently with Niue and Futuna. In addition to an almost exclusive use of paper mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera) bast,
pre-beating soaking of the bast was short and bast fermentation was not practised. The production of large cloths is done by gluing the
edges of beaten sheets together with a starch paste. This creates a double-thickness of cloth that is finished with the flat face of the
barkcloth beater. Immersion dying was unknown.
There are 3 main styles of siapo (siapo mamanu, siapo tasina, siapo vala) developed chronologically from the previous form and all 3 were in
production throughout much of the 20th century. Red (siapo sema) and intensely black (siapo ema) tapa seem to have run in parallel with the
3 types. Interestingly, the style of 20th century siapo is less understood than that of the 19th century.
Here, although Samoa and American Samoa have
been two separate nations since the start of the
20th century, the designation of ‘Samoa’ is cultural
rather than national. It is diﬃcult to diﬀerentiate
between siapo made in Samoa and American
Samoa, apart from the ‘Leone’ style of siapo which
developed in the early 20th century. Leone is a
village in American Samoa and this style saw
traditional siapo mamanu transformed by the
return to a whiter composition, the use of imported
American pigments such as blues, greens and
oranges, and a greater focus on floral motifs.

Characteristic Features:

- Unretted (cloth retains fibrous net-like texture)
- Double (or more) sheets pasted together throughout the entire
-

sheet to create larger cloths, which are whiter and stiﬀer
Smooth surface (no beater marks)
Handpainted designs such as geometric or foliage motifs OR
Rubbed decoration using an ‘upeti (rubbing tablet)
Overpainting (also called highlighting) on top of rubbed
patterns is common in some types
Serrated edges on some types
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Siapo mamanu (1)
Handpainted cloth which generally has a composition of broad parallel bands infilled with geometric motifs. Repeating leaf vines are also an
important element, but this appears to be a later development of the 19th century.
Siapo tāsina (2)
Decorated with brown rubbed patterns from an ‘upeti, similar to Tongan ngatu tāhina. Lighter rubbed patterns may have been produced
using a fibre ‘upeti, while darker fourfold rotational symmetry patterns were made using a wooden carved ‘upeti (and are more recent than
the former).
Siapo ema (3)
A highly glazed black-painted cloth.
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Other Types
Siapo sema: A red-glazed cloth.
Siapo ua‘ulu: Cloth manufactured from the breadfruit tree (instead of paper mulberry).
Siapo vala: Shares the same features as siapo tāsina, but are half the size and used specifically for wearing around the waist as a sarong
would be.
Siapo lufa: A large black-painted cloth, cognate with Tongan ngatu ‘uli.
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1. Kew EBC 42863, 2. Hunterian GLAHM E.592/1, 3. Hunterian GLAHM E.417/11

Niue
Barkcloth from the island nation of Niue is called hiapo. Hiapo making was discontinued by the early 20th
century at the latest, and museum collections of historical Niuean tapa are sadly few and small. The basic
Niuean manufacturing process was broadly similar to that practiced in Tonga and Samoa. Bast soaking before
beating was short and bast fermentation was unknown. Comparatively, large sheets were produced by gluing
the bast sheets together with starch paste. The cloth was finished with an ungrooved beater and decorated
entirely by hand-painting. Niuean hiapo follow the approximate dimensions (2.5m x 1.8m) of Samoan siapo and
are similarly constructed from a double layer of bast pasted together throughout, and even bear the iconic
Samoan serrated edges.
The earliest historical descriptions suggest that before the 1850s Niuean hiapo were essentially plain, while
those of the third quarter of the 19th century were hand-painted with the same iconography of geometric and
vine motifs as contemporary Samoan siapo mamanu. However, These Niuean hiapo often bear inscriptions
written in the Niuean language and there is a distinct absence of brown glazing (which is found on Samoan
siapo). Towards the end of the century, geometric motifs gave way to give greater space to vine and floral
patterns. At the same time, representational subjects appear for which Niuean hiapo has become well-known.
This was, in truth, a product of Western artistic influence in the final phase of hiapo manufacture, and it seems
that barkcloth had been entirely replaced by woven textiles by the 1930s at the latest. This is changing today
with contemporary artists and makers who are revitalising the art form.

Hunterian GLAHM E.417/6

Characteristic Features:

- Unretted (cloth retains fibrous net-like texture)
- Double (or more) sheets pasted together throughout the entire
-

Hunterian GLAHM E.417/2
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sheet to create larger cloths, which are whiter and stiﬀer
Smooth surface (no beater marks)
Handpainted designs such as geometric or foliage/vine motifs
Patterns can be in straight lines, or in circular form
No brown glazing
Serrated edges on some cloths
Inscriptions common on cloth

Wallis and Futuna

The islands of ‘Uvea (Wallis Island), Futuna and its small sister island of Alofi constitute the modern nation state of Wallis and Futuna. While the generic term tapa is commonly used, hiapo also refers to ‘Uvean
cloth while siapo is the name for Futunan cloth. There are also more specific names for types of barkcloth on Wallis and Futuna: lafi, gatu, tepi, salatasi, salalua, lava, tahiki, sole, and so on. The tapa making
traditions of ‘Uvea and Futuna are as diﬀerent as their languages; ‘Uvean hiapo is more closely allied with Tongan ngatu and Fijian masi, while Futunan siapo shares stylistic aﬃnities with Samoa and Niue.

Futuna

‘Uvea (Wallis Island)
Kew EBC 73928

Kew EBC 42979

Characteristic Features - Futuna:

Characteristic Features - ‘Uvea:

- Unretted (cloth retains fibrous net-like texture)
- Double (or more) sheets pasted together along sheet edges to

- Unretted (cloth retains fibrous net-like texture)
- Double (or more) sheets pasted together throughout the entire

-

-

create larger cloths
Smooth surface (no beater marks)
Rubbed patterns and motifs
Overpainting (also called highlighting) on top of rubbed
patterns is common on some cloths
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sheet to create larger cloths, which also creates whiter and
stiﬀer ones
Smooth surface (no beater marks)
Handpainted designs such as geometric and linear motifs

Society Islands
The Society Islands of Eastern Polynesia are part of the Pacific region’s long tapa-making history. Their very close and regular connection to other Eastern Polynesian nations, such as the Marquesas Islands
and the Cook Islands, means that it cannot be determined in which nation certain technological innovations in the area’s tapa making were first made. However, the technical complexity of Tahitian ahu tapa
manufacture in the late 18th and early 19th centuries makes it probable that ancient Tahitians first perfected the methods of a long retting soak and bast fermentation, reducing to pectin, allowing the
production of large, even-textured, single-layer cloths. Some Tahitian tapa is very thin while others are rebeaten and quilted into multi-laminar compositions.
In general, patterned decoration was much less important to Tahitian tapa making than in other cultures and nations but there was a diverse range of fabric types. Types documented here represent only a
small fragment of the range that was seen between the late 1760s and the 1820s. Given that many features of 18th century Hawai‘ian kapa only have analogues in Tahiti, it seems that many of the practices
were developed in the Society Islands before Hawai’i’s second wave of settlers left there in the 14th century.

‘Ahuapi (1)
A thick cloth, made by pasting together doubled
layers, it could be made of several sheets of diﬀerent
tree species (as well as mixed-species or hybrid
sheets).
Heapa (2)
Cloth dyed a deep yellow, probably with turmeric.
Apā (3)
A very thick, multi-layered and sacred cloth reserved
for wearing during certain ceremonial occasions. Often
found in collections as a red-coloured cloth (though
not as pictured here).
Areva (4)
A fairly thin cloth finished with a coarse-grade beater
mark of 5-8 grooves per centimetre.

1

2

Characteristic Features:

- Retted and fermented (fibrous cells not visible; has a uniform
paper-like texture)

- Fermenting conditioned the inner bark and the beating

-

process to easily fuse sheets together into a continuous
surface (unlike the pasting technique used in Western
Polynesian cultures)
Linear beater marks often evident (resembles grooved lines on
cloth)
Less importance placed on patterned decoration - those that
are patterned are done so using printing (eg. bamboo cylinder
printing or stamping)

4
1. Hunterian GLAHM E.595/1, 2. Hunterian GLAHM E.608, 3. Hunterian GLAHM E.457/12, 4. Hunterian GLAHM E.457/10
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Society Islands (continued)

Puhiri (5)
A cloth that has been immersion dyed to become a dark
brown colour using the bark juice of the candlenut tree.
Hopū (6)
A fairly thin cloth finished with a coarse-grade beater mark of
5-8 grooves per centimetre.
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Pateatea (7)
A finer cloth (than aati, for example) made from the inner bark
of the breadfruit tree, a comparably white cloth to that made
from paper mulberry.
Aati (8)
A coarse cloth made from the inner bark of the breadfruit tree.
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Orā (9)
Brownish-orange cloth made from the inner bark of the
banyan tree’s aerial roots.

Other Types
Umati: Cloth made from the white inner bark of the mati tree
(Ficus tinctoria).
Ahiri: Cloth dyed a pale yellow colour, probably with nono
(Morinda citrifolia) root extract.
Araia: A stiﬀ black cloth probably produced by immersion
dyeing in ironwood bark juice which has been darkened with
candlenut fruit soot.

6

8
5. Hunterian GLAHM E.458/4, 6. Hunterian GLAHM E.457/9, 7. Hunterian GLAHM E.457/3,
8. Kew EBC 42947b, 9. Kew EBC 42958b
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Cook Islands

The traditional manufacture of tapa in the Cook Islands was technically complex and more
diverse than in several other parts of Polynesia. In particular, there were important diﬀerences
in cloth style and usage between the archipelago’s diﬀerent islands, reflecting the group’s
particularly complex history of multiple settlement episodes from several diﬀerent ancestral
homelands (including Tahiti, Samoa and Tonga) and the ongoing connection with the Society
and Austral Islands. There are several basic similarities between tapa manufactured in this
region: harvested bast was given a prolonged retting soak prior to fermentation; a fused single
layer cloth; a finish showing a delicate linear beater mark. In the Cook Islands, however, the
finished cloth was generally slightly thicker and more robust than many Tahitian cloths and the
beater mark commensurately more widely spaced.
Ethnographic documentation of tapa production and use in the Cook Islands continued until
the late 1920s, but it seems to have disappeared entirely by the mid 20th century. Around the
turn of the 21st century, interest in the heritage of tapa seems to have revived and the art form
is seeing signs of renewal both in the Cook Islands and by Cook Islanders living overseas.

Pokuru (1)
Barkcloth made from the inner bark of the breadfruit tree on the island of Mangaia.
Inaina (2)
A cloth made from the inner bark of the breadfruit tree’s shoots and young branches, left white and
painted with coconut oil to impart a shiny surface. This type comes from the island of Aitutaki.

1

Characteristic Features:

- Retted and fermented (fibrous cells not visible; has a uniform
paper-like texture)

- Fermenting conditioned the inner bark and the beating

-

process to easily fuse sheets together into a continuous
surface (unlike the pasting technique used in Western
Polynesian cultures)
Delicate linear beater marks evident (resembles grooved lines
on cloth) which are more widely spaced than on Society
Islands cloth
Very dark and ‘heavy’ black patterning is common
Finished cloths are generally thicker and more robust than
Tahitian/Society Islands cloth

2
1. Kew EBC 42960, 2. Hunterian GLAHM E.591/1
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Cook Islands (continued)
Autea (3)
A high-quality white barkcloth made of paper mulberry inner bark on the islands of Rarotonga and Mangaia.
Tikoru (4 & 5)
A very thick and laminated white cloth, with patterns decorating it, made of paper mulberry inner bark from the
islands of Rarotonga and Mangaia. It has been described as being thick ‘like cardboard’.

3

Other Types
Pa‘oa-tea: A yellow cloth from the island of Mangaia that has been immersion dyed in turmeric infused coconut
cream.
‘Upa‘a: A cloth of the pa’oa-tea type that has thereafter been ornamented by beating in the flowers of the Hibiscus
rosa-sinensis.
Tukutoa: A red cloth from Mangaia produced by immersion dyeing paper mulberry barkcloth in a mixture of bark
juice from the candlenut and ironwood trees.
Tuku’anga: A greyish and perfumed cloth from Mangaia made of paper mulberry bast which has been immersion
dyed in ‘ange-leaf infused coconut cream.
Pakoko: Black paper mulberry cloth from the islands of Rarotonga and Mangaia, produced by immersion dyeing
the cloth in candlenut tree bark juice, followed by being buried in a wet taro paddy.
Pakoko-iri: A dark reddish-brown cloth from Rarotonga immersion dyed using the bark juice from the candlenut
tree.
Parai mangu: A variety of pakoko cloth from Mangaia which was rubbed over with a mixture of grated coconut
meat and turmeric, giving the black cloth a yellowish glossy sheen.
‘Apa’ā: A cloth from Rarotonga which combined the inner barks of the paper mulberry and breadfruit trees. On the
island of Aitutaki, it was (historically) a yellow paper mulberry cloth that had been immersion dyed in a turmeric- or
nono-based liquid.
Pungavere: A red paper mulberry cloth from the island of Aitutaki, produced by immersion dyeing it in a pigment of
the same name.
Rarua: A white cloth from the island of Aitutaki made from the inner bark of the paper mulberry tree with
handpainted red lines on it.
Pao‘oa verevere ki te repo: A black paper mulberry cloth from the island of Aitutaki produced using the complex
‘Aitutaki Black’ method.
Piri: A black paper mulberry cloth used for loincloths on the islands of Rarotonga and Aitutaki that has been painted
with a mxture of ironwood bark juice and coconut oil, which gave it a glossy varnished appearance when dry.
Pareu: A reddish-brown paper mulberry cloth that was immersion dyed in candlenut tree bark juice and then
handpainted with straight black lines.
Kaka’u-aoa: Cloth made from the banyan tree on the island of Rarotonga.
Kaka’u-mati: A coarse-textured but very white and good-quality cloth made from the bast of the mati tree (Ficus
tinctoria) on the island of Rarotonga.

4

3. Hunterian GLAHM E.670,
4. Kew EBC 42953,
5. Hunterian GLAHM E.417/1
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Hawai‘i
Barkcloth in Hawai‘i is called kapa. The kapa of Hawai‘i was and remains the most technically sophisticated and aesthetically diverse tradition of Pacific tapa. More plant species were used in Hawai’i for
bast, and more for colourants and dyes, than in the rest of the Pacific combined. It cannot be known just how many types of kapa existed prior to the written record and their entry into museum
collections in the 1770s, but from this project’s research findings, 36 have been listed in the database. Hawaiian kapa making and decoration techniques both shared traits with other Polynesian cultures
and exhibited unique practices. Most notable among these unique techniques was the delicate grooved and laminated kapa of diﬀerent colours on either face (front and back), the fine lace-like kalukalu
cloth patterned with complex geometric beater marks, the hybridisation of materials to create cloth, carved
decorative stamps of increasingly complexity, and the expansion of the Polynesian colour palette to include true
greens, blues, purples and other tones.
Hawaiian kapa was vulnerable to the western textile trade and missionary censure that entered the whole Pacific
region. There were also many other factors which made for a rapid transition to a Western dress culture utilising
imported textiles. Today, kapa making is being revitalised and has seen a resurgence in Hawai‘i. Museum
collections - and the kapa in them - are proving to be useful to regain knowledge that was once lost.

Kalukalu (1)
Lace-like cloth that has been beaten out as thin as possible, with a range of complex beater marks creating regular
patterns in the ‘lace’.
Kaha (2)
Black cloth produced using the complex process of immersion dyeing in in candlenut tree bark juice, then heavily
painting it with the same juice, then immersion dyeing again in taro paddy mud, before being left to soak in strong
red dye and washed and scraped. It was then soaked again in candlenut bark juice.
Kapa Māmaki (3)
Cloth made from the inner bark of the māmaki tree (Pipturus albidus), or a hybrid type of cloth using māmaki and
another species. Māmaki is unique to Hawai‘i.

1
Characteristic Features:

- Retted and fermented (fibrous cells not visible; has a uniform
paper-like texture)

- Fermenting conditioned the inner bark and the beating

-

-

process to easily fuse sheets together into a continuous
surface (unlike the pasting technique used in Western
Polynesian cultures)
Linear beater marks evident (resembles grooved lines on cloth)
which could be very close together and also be intricate in
their aesthetic quality, such as crossed, true-grid and complex
geometric patterns
Colour palette includes true greens, blues, purples, yellows,
reds, browns, blacks, greys, and more; some of these because
of the inclusion of shredded European textiles into the cloth

2
1. Hunterian GLAHM E.596/5, 2. Hunterian GLAHM E.599, 3. Hunterian GLAHM E.380/1
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Hawai’i (continued)

Kapa po‘ulu (4)
Cloth made from the inner bark of young breadfruit
tree branches.
Ha‘imanawa (5)
A thin white cloth, more finely beaten than punana
but not as lace-like in appearance as kalukalu.
Punana (6)
A single layer white cloth made from the inner bark
of the paper mulberry tree, beaten to the standard
thickness.
U‘au‘a (7)
A strongly coloured yellow cloth that has been
immersion dyed using either turmeric or noni
(Morinda citrifolia).

Other Types
Kopili: A white cloh made from the inner bark of the
paper mulberry tree that was particularly soft.
Pa‘ina: A fine white cloth.
Kapa ma‘oloa: A naturally grey coloured cloth made
from the bast of the ma‘oloa shrub (Neraudia
melastomaefolia).
Kua‘ula: Thick cloth, either of a very thick single
layer bast or occasionally two pasted together
sheets. Its defining characteristic is its grooving,
achieved through the use of a grooved board and a
grooving tool. It is immersion dyed a rich darkish red;
however a minority existing in collections also show
yellow immersion dyeing.
Pa‘i‘ula: Cloth that are a diﬀerent colour on each
face, normally red and white, but yellow and white
has also been found. This eﬀect is produced by
immersion dyeing two pieces in their respective
colours and then pasting and beating them together
with great care.
Welu‘ula: A variation of the above cloth type in
which shredded scraps of woven European fabrics
(most often red, but also blues, greys and other
colours) were overlaid and beaten into a sheet of
white kapa to produce a mottled hued cloth. These
were often found as the top layer of kapa moe
sleeping quilts (see type 9 on following page).

4

5

6
4. Hunterian GLAHM E.591/4, 5. Kew EBC 43736, 6. Hunterian GLAHM E.596/1, 7. Hunterian GLAHM
E.458/2, 8. Kew EBC 42947b, 9. Kew EBC 42958b
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Hawai’i (continued)

Kiokio (8)
Described as ‘variegated tapa’ by Brigham1, but what kind
of designs it bore is not recorded.
Kapa moe (9)
A sleeping quilt or bed cover made up of several sheets of
kapa layered on top of one another. The top or upper layer
is normally decorated (or coloured) while the underneath
sheets are left plain.
Kikiko (10)
A spotted cloth decorated with stem-stamped dots.
Lalani (11)
A term used to describe all kapa printed with liner stamps,
which were an important class of late-18th and early-19th
century cloths.
Brigham, W.T. (1911). Ka hana kapa, the making of bark-cloth in
Hawaii. Memoirs of the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum of Polynesian
Ethnology & Natural History, Vol. III. Honolulu: Bishop Museum Press
1

8
9

Other Types
Hamo‘ula: The same type of cloth as kua‘ula, but
ungrooved.
Kapa ‘akala: A bright pink cloth made from paper mulberry
that has been immersion dyed with the juice of the Hawaiian
raspberry.
Moelola: A white cloth that has been overlaid with broad
longitudinal stripes of red-dyed fabric which are pasted and
beaten into it. These are a popular secondary choice for the
top layer of the kapa moe sleeping quilt.
Waili‘ili‘i: A thick coarsely textured, two-tone striped yellow
cloth that appears to have been made from the inner bark of
the breadfruit tree.
Kelewai: A black (or very dark greyish-brown) cloth dyed by
immersion in taro paddy mud.
Pele: Cowrie-burnished shiny cloth.
Poniponi: Handpainted cloth in a multitude of colours, a
prominent style of cloth housed in late-18th century
collections.
Anoni: A recycled style of cloth produced by beating
various diﬀerently coloured kapa pieces together into a new
cloth; a variation of the pa‘i‘ula cloth type.
Alolua: Overlaid cloth which is painted and/or printed
diﬀerently on both faces/sides.
Nio: Cloth dominated by stamp decorated compositions.
A full list of cloth types researched during the project
can be found at https://tapa.gla.ac.uk
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8. Hunterian GLAHM E.598/1, 9. Kew EBC 42966, 10. Hunterian GLAHM E.600, 11. Kew EBC 67802b
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Project Information and Image Credits

This resource is an output of the project A Living Tradition: Expanding Engagement with Pacific Barkcloth, a recipient of the UK Arts & Humanities Research Council (AHRC)’s FollowOn-Funding grant (2020). The grant aimed to encourage impact and engagement to widespread and diverse audiences. Alongside the University of Glasgow, five UK museums were
partners in this project: Horniman Museum & Gardens (London), National Museum of Scotland (Edinburgh), New Walk Museum & Art Gallery (Leicester), Royal Albert Memorial
Museum (Exeter), and Royal Pavilion & Museums (Brighton).
It was an extension of the AHRC-funded research project, Situating Pacific Barkcloth Production in Time and Place, based at the University of Glasgow (2016-19), which drew upon
the historic barkcloth collections of The Hunterian, University of Glasgow; the Economic Botany Collection at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew in London; and the National Museum of
Natural History, Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC, USA. Barkcloth manufacture, production and analysis of dyes and colourants formed a large component of the project’s
research findings. Collaboration with contemporary barkcloth makers and plant experts in the Pacific, particularly fieldwork in Hawai‘i, the Cook Islands, Samoa and Tahiti, was also
key to the research.

We are very grateful to the following for use of images:

© Economic Botany Collection, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
© Pacific Peoples’ Partnership (www.pacificpeoplespartnership.org): South Pacific Ocean map designed by Blair Kennaley (p. 1). Note that the original map has been modified for the
purpose of this project to change the colour scheme and to highlight the extent of the region considered as Polynesia.
© The Hunterian, University of Glasgow
© Centre for Textile Conservation and Technical Art History, University of Glasgow

This document is © University of Glasgow, and is made available for use under Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0, CC BY-SA.
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Useful Resources:

https://tapa.gla.ac.uk
https://www.gla.ac.uk/hunterian/
https://www.kew.org/science/collections-and-resources/collections/economic-botany-collection

